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For Enquiries &
Emergencies call us
on 0800 592 827

Contaminated Land
Investigation and
Remediation

UK legislation outlines a phased approach to the
investigation of contaminated land broadly following
the desk study, site investigation and remedial phases.
Adler and Allan can help you work through all the
phases of a contaminated land site including:

• Conducting a desk study to identify the pollutant
•  linkages and environmental liabilities
• The design, implementation and supervision of site
•  investigations to examine the potential areas of
•  concern identi�ed from the desk study
• Completion of site specific risk assessments for
•  both environmental and human health receptors
• Design and implementation of remedial technologies
•  so as to reduce the impact of the site to the
•  environment via either in-situ or ex-situ methods
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Tel: 0800 592 827
Email: sales@adlerandallan.co.uk

www.adlerandallan.co.uk

About Adler & Allan
With highly trained teams, specialist equipment and vehicles, and
a nationwide network of depots, we have grown to become one of
the UK's leading environmental service providers. The Adler and
Allan Group combine unrivalled customer service with capability
and competitive pricing.

Environmental Site Audit
The audits can be tailored to the client’s requirements and can
include:

·         Site walk overs
·         interviews with site personal
·         a review of historical documentation
·         the inclusion of geological and hydrogeological information
·         the search of agency databases for contaminative land uses,
·         environmental incidents and other  potentially damaging
·         activities within the vicinity of the clients site.

The accumulation of the information can be used to ascertain
potentially harmful, both finically and environmental, concerns
before problems can arise and will identify as accurately as
possible the source-pathway-receptor linkages present at the site.

We have an excellent relationship with the Environment Agency
and regularly represent our clients during meetings with them and
Local Authorities.

Contaminated Land
Investigation and
remediation
We offer a range of services to
help identify the environmental
liabilities pertaining to our
client’s sites or prospective
acquisitions or diverstitures.
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